In combinatorial problems it is sometimes possible to define a G-equivariant mapping from a space X of configurations of a system to a Euclidean space R m for which a coincidence of the image of this mapping with an arrangement A of linear subspaces insures a desired set of linear conditions on a configuration. Borsuk-Ulam type theorems give conditions under which no G-equivariant mapping of X to the complement of the arrangement exist. In this paper, precise conditions are presented which lead to such theorems through a spectral sequence argument. We introduce a blow up of an arrangement whose complement has particularly nice cohomology making such arguments possible. Examples are presented that show that these conditions are best possible.
Borsuk-Ulam type results
Theorems of Borsuk-Ulam type present conditions preventing the existence of certain equivariant mappings between spaces. The classical Borsuk-Ulam theorem, for example, treats mappings of the form f : S n → R n for which f (−x) = −f (x), that is, f is equivariant with respect to the antipodal action of Z/2 on S n and the action of Z/2 on R n . Such a map must meet the origin. Generalizations of the Borsuk-Ulam theorem abound and their applications include some of the more striking results in some fields (see [10] ). One of the more general formulations of Borsuk-Ulam type is the theorem of Dold [7] : For an n-connected G-space X and Y a free G-space of dimension at most n, there are no G-equivariant mappings X → Y . In this paper we consider a theorem of this type for which the target space is the complement of an arrangement of linear subspaces in a Euclidean space. Such spaces have been intensely investigated in recent years and they represent natural test spaces for problems in combinatorics and geometry. The nonexistence of an equivariant mapping from a configuration space associated to a problem to a complement of an arrangement means that equivariant mappings from the configuration space to the Euclidean space containing the arrangement must meet the arrangement, that is, the image must satisfy the linear conditions defining the arrangment. To control the algebraic topology of the complement of an arrangement, we introduce the notion of a blow-up of a given arrangement whose cohomology is especially nice [9] . The argument for the main theorem is a novel use of the spectral sequence associated to the Borel construction on a G-space. The authors wish to acknowledge the hospitality of MSRI whose atmosphere fosters collaboration. A great deal of gratitude goes to professor C. Schultz for sharing his insight with us.
Statement of the main result
A finite family of linear subspaces A in some Euclidean space R m is known as an arrangement. Let M A denote the complement of the arrangment R m \ A. Suppose a group G acts on R m . The set of fixed points of the action of G is denoted by (R m )
G . An arrangement A is a G-invariant arrangement if for all g ∈ G and for all L ∈ A, gL ∈ A. In the statement of the following theorem of Borsuk-Ulam type we use notion of a blow up introduced in Section 2.1.
Theorem 1 Let G denote a finite or a compact Lie group and k a field. Let X be a G-space satisfying
(A) the codimension of all maximal elements in A is less then n + 2,
Then there is no G-map X → M A .
Remark. Condition (A) implies that the complement M A is (n − 1)-connected. Theorem 1 resembles Dold's theorem [7, Remark on page 68] in which condition (C) follows when the action on the complement is free. The essential difference is not condition (C) (we formulated it a little bit more generally) but that the dimension of the space M A can be arbitrary large. Also, it should be noted that it is not generally possible to produce a G-invariant deformation of the complement M A to an n-dimensional subspace. Lemma 6.1 in [1] is only known example of an equivariant deformation of an arrangement. Remark. Condition (A) can be substituted with the less restrictive condition that
Then in all the remaining conditions, replace the arrangement A by a subarrangement A ′ generated by all maximal elements of minimal codimension. Remark. Conditions (B) and (C) are in many cases equivalent. This can be seen from the equivariant Goresky-MacPherson formula in [12, Theorem 2.5.(ii)]. Remark. Conditions (B) and (C) in some examples can be relaxed a little, but not dropped all together. We illustrate this in Section 3 with the construction of a G-map X → M A from an n-connected G-space X to a codimension n+1 arrangement A complement. The arrangement A satisfies conditions (A), (D), (E) but not (B) and (C). However, particular results can be obtained even when the conditions (B) and (C) are not satisfied. • G is a k-torus or an elementary abelian p-group acting without fixed points on M A and consequently on M B(A) .
An Application: Antipodal chees problem
Every theorem of general type is usually a product of successful or more often unsuccessful effort in solving some concrete problem. One of the motivating problems for the study of Borsuk Ulam type theorems for complements of arrangements is a class of mass partition problems discussed in [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] and [5] . Particularly, we present a problem which solution, after careful combinatorial reformulation, presents a direct consequence of Theorem 1.
Antipodal cheese problem
Suppose that even number 2k of people is sitting around a circle table in such a way that every one has its antipodal friend. On the table there is pile of j (high dimensional) cheese pieces (in R d ); all of different shape, mass, density and flavor. The line knife is available and the cheese can be cut only simulataneously, all j peaces at once. There are two types of cuts we allow ( Figure 1 ):
• half-straight cut: pick a point on the table and make 2k straight (line) cuts starting at the chosen point and continuing in one direction,
• straight cut: pick a point on the table and make k straight (line) cuts through the chosen point in both directions.
The objective is to divide cheese (j pieces) in R d by 2k half-straight cuts or k straight cuts in such a way that every member of an antipodal pear get the same, non-negative, part of each piece of cheese. 
Mathematical reformulation
The vocabulary for mathematical translation of the antipodal cheese problem is:
half-straight cut → fan, straight cut → arrangement in fan position, piece of cheese → measure.
Let H be a hyperplane in R d and L a codimension one subspace inside H. The connected components of a space H\L are half-hyperplanes determined by a pair (H, L). If F 1 and F 2 are the half-hyperplane determined by the pair (H, L), then L is the boundary of both half-hyperplanes. 
Sometimes, instead of a sequence l 1 , . . . , l k of cuts for the model of a fan, we will prefer the sequence of open sets, called orthants, O i , i ∈ {1, . . . , k} on the sphere
As in the case of a fan, an arrangement
Besides the natural ordering of hyperplanes, the orientation on L ⊥ induces an orientation of the connected components (orthants) of the complement R d \ H i . The orientation is determined up to a cyclic permutation. If (H 1 , . . . , H k ) is the induced ordering and H k+1 = H 1 , then we denote by 
is called ration.
for all t ∈ {1, . . . , k} and all l ∈ {1, . . . , j},
and for all t ∈ {1, . . . , k} and all l ∈ {1, . . . , j},
A consequence of Theorem 1
The solutions of anitpodal cheese problem implied by Theorem 1 are given in the following theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 1
The proof is carried out using the Borel construction and its associated Serre spectral sequence. Given an equivariant mapping between G-spaces, f : X → Y , there is an induced mapping of Borel constructions,
The notion of a blow up of an arrangement is the key construction which leads to the proof of the main theorem.
Blow up of an arrangement
By the codimension of an arrangement A, denoted codim R m A, we understand
Following Definition 5.3 in [9] , an arrangement A is a c-arrangement if
Recall that if X and Y are G-spaces, the diagonal action of G on the product X × Y is given by g·(x, y) = (g·x, g·y). By GA we denote the minimal G-invariant arrangement containing the arrangement A, namely, GA = {gL | g ∈ G and L ∈ A}. An arrangement A is G-invariant if and only if GA = A . If L ⊂ R m is a linear subspace, recall that there exists a family of forms, ξ 1 , . . . , ξ t , given by Here is a list of significant properties of the blow up of arrangement.
Proposition 8 Let A be an arrangement of linear subspaces in R m and B(A) its associated blow up in
Proof. These statements are direct consequences of the blow up construction.
Proposition 9 Consider a G-action on R m , which extends diagonally to the product (R
m ) k1+···+kw . Let A be a G-invariant arrangement in R m such
that conditions (B) and (C) of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Then the defining forms can be chosen in such a way that B(A) is also a G-invariant arrangement satisfying the same conditions, and more: (A) The diagonal map
k1+···+kw is a G-map. Moreover, the diagonal map restricts to a G-map of complements
the blow up B(A) is a k-arrangement and the cohomology ring
H * (M B(A) , k) is generated as an algebra by H k−1 (M B(A) , k). (C) If for all L ∈ A, L ⊇ (R m ) G , then, for all L ∈ B(A), we have L ⊇ (R m ) k1+···+kw G . (D) If the map H * (BG, k) → H * (EG × G M B(A) , k) is
not a monomorphism, then the same will be true for the map H
Proof. Let A be a G-invariant arrangement satisfying conditions (B) and (C) of Theorem 1. For L a maximal element of A, we can choose defining forms {ξ i,1 , . . . , ξ i,k } in such a way that for all g ∈ G and all j ∈ {1, . . . , k} holds g · ξ i,j = ±ξ i,j . With this choice of defining forms and because we assumed condition (C) of Theorem 1 the blow up B(A) satisfies the required properties. Statement (A) is a consequence of the diagonal action on (R m ) k1+···+kw . The first part of the property (B) follows from assuming condition (B) of Theorem 1. The second part of (B) follows from Corollary 5.6 in [9] . The
implies (C). To prove Statement (D) we consider the mapping induced by the G-equivariant diagonal mapping
By assumption, the edge homomorphism
is not a monomorphism and this is equivalent to the fact that there is a nonzero differential in the Serre spectral sequence for EG × G M B(A) → EG × G {pt} = BG. By assumption, the E 2 -term may be written E p,q 2
is generated as an algebra in dimension k − 1. Since the cohomology Serre spectral sequence is multiplicative, the first differential must be
, and the spectral sequence collapses at E 2 , which contradicts the assumption that the edge homomorphism is not a monomorphism.
The diagonal mapping induces a mapping of spectral sequences that is given on the E 2 -term by the identity on E * ,0 2 and the induced mapping on cohomology on E 0, * 2 . Since the differential commutes with this induced mapping, we have 
Comparing Serre spectral sequences; proof of Theorem 1
For simplicity reasons let us assume that the codimension of all maximal elements of the arrangement A is n + 1.
To prove Theorem 1 we made assumption (D), that the mapping
is not a monomorphism. By the assumption (C) and the choice of a field k for coefficients, we can write the E 2 -term of the spectral sequence for the Borel construction EG × G M B(A) as
It follows from the assumption (A) that M B(A) is n-connected, and so there is a nonzero differential
in this spectral sequence, as argued in the proof of Proposition 9. We apply this observation to study the existence of a G-map f : X → M A . As in Proposition 9, we have the G-map D : M A → M B(A) and consequently a G-map
Then there is an induced homomorphism (f • D) * in equivariant cohomology:
as well as an induced map of Serre spectral sequences
We use the naturality of the spectral sequence and the property that E * ,0
and the E 2 -term of the associated spectral sequences for EG × G X and EG × G M B(A) can be pictured: The first nonzero differential is
in the spectral sequence for EG × G M B(A) . By the same argument in Proposition 9, there must be a nonzero class in H n (X, k) to be the image of a generator u ∈ H n (M B(A) , k) which transgresses to H n+1 (BG, k). However, the connectivity of X presents no nonzero classes in this dimension, nor any below this dimension from which to launch a differential. Thus, the existence of the G-map leads to a contradiction. The proof of the main theorem is now complete.
3 Is it possible to obtain more?
The following examples will illustrate that Theorem 1 is the best general theorem of Borsuk-Ulam type one can obtain for complements of arrangements one can obtain.
An example
Let G be the cyclic group Z/n = ω where n > 2 is odd. Let G act freely on S 3 and on R n by the cyclic shift, ω ·(x 1 , . . . , x n ) = (x 2 , . . . , x n , x 1 ). Let W n denote the G-invariant subspace {(x 1 , . . . ,
is nontrivial for any field k.
To prove this statement we use equivariant obstruction theory (for background, consult [13] and for applications [4] ). The obstruction theory can be applied because the action of Z/n on the sphere S 3 is assumed to be free. Since codim W 
The E 2 -term of the Serre spectral sequence associated with the Borel construction of the fibration EG× G M A → BG is given by
The cohomology of the group Z/5 with coefficients in the modules is well known. Therefore,
The only possibly nontrivial differential in this spectral sequence is d 3 . The G-action on M A is free and therefore there is a homotopy equivalence
and consequently a group isomorphism
Since 
. Let us assume that there is a G-map S 3 → M A . The induced map on the Serre spectral sequences of Borel constructions given by
is the identity. Since E 3,0
and E 3,0
This is a contradiction to the assumption of the existence of a G-map S 3 → M A . Thus, there is no
Proof of Theorem 5
Motivated by ideas in [1] and [4] , we consider questions of the existence of partitions and transform them to questions of the existence of equivariant maps. Let k ∈ N and M = {µ 1 , . . . , µ j } be a collection of measures on
2k be a rationa, that is,
• for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we have α i = α k+i .
These two conditions imply that n is even.
Configuration space
The configuration space associated with the measure µ 1 is defined by
. . , v n ) in the configuration space X µ1,n is completely determined by the vector v 1 and the orientation of the circle 
Test Maps
Let W n = {(x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ R n | x 1 + · · · + x n = 0} ⊂ R n . A D 2n -action on R n and on W n is given by ω · (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = (x n , x 1 , . . . , x n−1 ), σ · (x 1 , . . . , x n ) = (x n , x n−1 , . . . , x 1 ).
The group D 2n acts diagonally on the sum (W n ) ⊕l .
(A) A test map F : X µ1,n → (W n ) ⊕(j−1) associated with a α-partition k-fan problem (Theorem 5 (A))
is defined by
∈ (W n ) ⊕(j−1) .
(B) A test map H : X µ1,n → W n ⊕(W n ) ⊕(j−1) associated with and α-partition k-fan position arrangement is given by
where (L, O 1 , . . . , O n ) = (L; v 1 , . . . , v n ) and φ r denotes the angle between v r and v r+1 (as introduced in Section 1.2). Both maps are defined in such a way that the following proposition holds:
Proposition 12 The maps F : X µ1,n → (W n ) ⊕(j−1) and H : X µ1,n → W n ⊕ (W n ) ⊕(j−1) are D 2n -equivariant maps.
Test spaces
Natural test spaces for both statements of Theorem 5 are arrangements, introduced in the following way. • for all g ∈ D 2n , we have g · L B ⊇ (W n ) ⊕(j−1) G and g · L A ⊇ (W n ⊕ (W n ) ⊕(j−1) ) G ;
• the G-action on the complements (W n ) ⊕(j−1) \ B and W n ⊕ (W n ) ⊕(j−1) \ A is free.
Theorem 1 implies that there are no G-equivariant maps
and consequently there are no D 2n -equivariant maps. This proves Theorem 5.
